
Q.1 Answer ALL of the following, using one sentence for each. (5 Marks)
1. Who was king of the sinners? 4
2. What did the ghosts beg to Ghanshyam? 38
3. What did Bhaktimata ask Mami to cook? 15
4. What would the younger brother, Ichharam, ask Bhabhi? 107
5. Who first ate the consecrated food offered in the annakut? 93

Q.2 For any THREE of the following, state who is speaking to whom. (6 Marks)
1. "We shall walk on the water." 87
2. "You little one, you have the audacity to teaching me my duty! Are you not ashamed of yourself?" 71
3. "My disease is getting worse every day and the whole of my body is aching." 100
4. "Help me maintain an uncle's honour. Your parents will suffer greatly if you go away." 76
5. "Besides, your father and elder brother are going away to a neighbouring village today on some urgent work." 26

Q.3 Fill in the blanks, choosing the correct answer from the brackets. (4 Marks)
1. In a band of touring sannyasis there were .................... bawas and sadhus. (one hundred, one thousand, ten thousand) 62
2. In .................. village, the murti of Thakorji placed a garland around Ghanshyam's neck. (Tinva, Gonda, Targam) 49
3. ........................., the cow, was very fond of Ghanshyam. (Gauri, Kapila, Gomti) 17
4. After listening to the narration of the Ramayan Ghanshyam would return home at .................... o'clock. (eleven, one, twelve) 96

Q.4 Write briefly five main points (in sentences) on any ONE incident. (5 Marks)
1. Increase of Ichharam's weight. 53
2. Thieves in a Fix 88
3. Bhabhi's wailing. 107

Q.5 Select matching pairs from list A and B. (5 Marks)


Q.6 Answer any THREE of the following, stating who is speaking to whom. (6 Marks)
1. "You have won the favour of Shriji Maharaj and Gunatitanand Swami. Today on our behalf pray to them to accept the thal." 31
2. "One day everybody will fall at his feet. They will worship him." 2
3. "You are just like an ideal paramhansa - one who repays animosity with love and affection." 29
4. "They will pray to you to earn your favour and blessings." 16
5. "Shastriji Maharaj had been highly pleased with him ever since his younger days." 58

Q.7 Answer ALL of the following, using one sentence for each answer. (4 Marks)
1. What type of life did Yogiji Maharaj encourage youths to live? 23
2. Whose greatness did Krishnaji Ada narrate? 13
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3. What would some bullies threaten Jina? 5
4. Who ordered Yogiji Maharaj to leave his unfinished meal as punishment? 22

Q.8 Fill in the blanks by selecting the correct answer from the words in the brackets. (5 Marks)
2. The inspector saw the ...................... on Jinabhai’s forehead.
   (birthmark, tilak-chandlo, wound) 4
3. A venomous black cobra bit the ....................... finger of the left hand of Yogiji Maharaj.
   (index, second, third) 34
4. We should be like .........................
   (fire, vapour, water) 56
5. King of ......................... had prepared a meal of sata and jalebi for the Annakut celebration.
   (Lodhika, Mengni, Dhari) 18

Q.9 Briefly write five main points (in sentences) on any ONE incident.
   (Narration is not required.) (5 Marks)


Q.10 Answer ALL of the following, using one sentence for each. (5 Marks)
1. What has Shriji Maharaj instructed all His followers to do? 34
2. Who is disgraced by our bad behaviour? 45
3. Who should we remember while praying? 4
4. In which village did Muktanand Swami compose the arti? 18
5. What did Nath Bhakta present to Shriji Maharaj? 50

Q.11 Fill in the blanks by choosing the correct answer from the brackets. (5 Marks)
1. ....................... is our greatest enemy. (A demon, The mind, A yamdut) 42
2. Maharaj asked ......................... Swami to take care of Bhaguji.
   (Akhandanand, Adbhutanand, Sachchidanand) 22
3. Gangama lived in ....................... (Jetpur, Jetalpur, Amdavad) 14
4. Shriji Maharaj appointed ....................... to look after Dada Khachar's cattle.
   (Bhaguji, Jodho, Samat Patel) 27
5. The Muslim woman of Bhal kept a babul stick for ....................
   (her son, her husband, God) 29

Q.12 State whether the statements below are true or false and rewrite the statement
   if false. (5 Marks)
1. Vajiba was of the Sathawara caste. 53
2. Punja Patel offered money to Shriji Maharaj. 24
3. We are indebted to our parents for many things. 1
4. Gunatitanand Swami is Brahma. 4
5. The great king Ambrish used to spend many hours in performing Mataji's puja. 9

Q.13 Complete any FIVE of the following kirtans/ashtaks/shlok. (10 Marks)
1. Charan saroj ....... narnari. 19
2. Ame a yagna ...... shano chhe. Shorya Geet
4. Agachha ..... bhava. 11
5. Shriman nirgun-murti ...... namu sarvada. 20
6. Pragat Hari ...... hridaye dhari. 5
7. Purushottam Parabrahma ...... rahya bhagvant. 56

Q.14 Complete any ONE of the following Swamini Vatus and write an explanatory
   note on it. (In 10 lines.) (5 Marks)
1. God always protects those who ........................... 39
2. Some people have no control ................................. 41

NOTE: A few questions from the questions given above may be asked in the Final Exam
   to be held on 18 July 2004.